
Minutes of the electronic Annual General Meeting (eAGM) of the International Society for Seed 

Science held 7 December 2015 

 

The meeting was chaired by the President, Francoise Corbineau (President-Elect), and was attended 

electronically by the Secretary Peter Toorop, the treasurer Steve Penfield and several other 

members.  

 

1 - The Agenda was adopted 

2 - The Minutes of the last Annual General Meeting in Changsha (19th September, 2014, eAGM) 

were adopted. 

3 - The President gave her report, and was adopted.  

4 - The Secretary’s Report was adopted.  

Comment from Derek Bewley: Thank you for the reports. The drop in membership in post-Conference 

years is rather alarming. Discussions of strategies to maintain higher numbers in the ‘off-years’ might 

be useful, although there seems to be no obvious answer. A strategy to make members feel like they 

belong to the Society, rather than just attend its meetings would be useful; perhaps more consistent 

communication in all years. The Facebook website is very good, but seems to have relatively few 

contributors, so making that more popular and interactive might help. Also, the Regional Reps should 

be in contact more with their local clientele on behalf of the Exec., something that has rarely 

happened.  

Reply from Francoise Corbineau: Hi Derek, I agree with you .. it would be important to have a 

strategy in order to make members feel like they belong to the Society rather than only attend 

meetings. How ?? it is the problem .. I think that it is important to regularly send alert to the member. 

Hopefully it seems that our system works now!!! I think that it would be also important to have a 

regular letter send to all members. Do you always be interested to do the job ?? I have also to say 

that the Exec committee is not always active. Please let me know how we could manage this 

problem. Warm regards, Françoise.  

5 - Treasurer’s Report was adopted.  

Comment from Steve Penfield: I should say something about the bank charges because when i took 

over the account I was shocked how much was coming out. These are listed as payment transaction 

fees in the report because at the time i was still tracking them down and trying to find out what was 

going on. Since i produced the report i found out we were being charged £50 admin fees for not 

filling in what is essentially a data protection for (PCI compliance). Of course once this was clear I 

have filled out the form and the charges I have been assured have ceased. This problem was I guess a 

failure of communication during the handover but hopefully now has been solved.  I don’t know when 

we will come on to point 5, but to start a discussion, we need a serious consideration about whether 

it worth our while to continue the web payment system. It costs £25 per month and each transaction 

is costing us a small amount also. Of course it is very convenient, but eating a substantial amount of 

our revenue. 

Reply from Francoise Corbineau: Dear Steven, I agree with you, we have to discuss this charge. 

However only Peter can give us all the information concerning the web payment system … the 



advange and the cost … What is the real cost for each payment ? Could we include this cost in the 

registration of each members ??? Without this system, what can we do? 

Reply from Peter Toorop: Actually, Steve is the person who can provide you with an overview of the 

costs. I only maintain the website as a communication tool for the members and a wider audience. 

Keep in mind that there are separate costs for maintaining the website and for charges for payment 

of membership fees. Also keep in mind that for alternative payments not through a website, we 

would still incur charges for credit card use. These costs are not exclusive for payment through the 

website. 

6 - Editor-in-Chief’s report was adopted.  

7 - News from regional representatives: no news reported.  

8 - Future meetings: Seed Ecology workshop, SEB meeting, Workshop on Molecular Aspects of Seed 

Dormancy and Germination, Plant Desiccation workshop, triennial meeting in California 2017 

9 - Any other business: no other business.  

 

The President closed the eAGM 


